SankalpTaru training session at their Research Center
SankalpTaru team believes in refining its skills by learning new innovative plantation methods to greenify
environment more efficiently. With the same vision, our operations coordinators from all over India attended a
three-days long training session at SankalpTaru R&D Center near Dehradun, UK, where they were upskilled on
how to prepare cow dung cocoons and innovative farming techniques . As the attendees were excited to have
many more of such sessions in future, they were honored with certificates as a token of appreciation for their
dedication.

Our sincere homage to the immortal Pulwama martyrs
The recent Pulwama terrorist attack had left the entire nation into utter grief. This pain of losing our bravehearts
isn’t easy to deal with. Thus, SankalpTaru simply did its bit to pay sincere homage to the immortal Pulwama
martyrs by planting flowering saplings on the name of our each brave warrior. The plants have been rooted on
the rocky land of Aravallis mountains and in New Delhi to commemorate the sacrifice of India’s real heroes.
Therefore, as the saplings grow healthily with affectionate nurturing, they will forever flourish in the name of
our courageous soldiers.

Rejuvenating Delhi parks with lush greenery
SankalpTaru has set on a vigorous mission to mitigate Delhi’s striking pollution levels by rejuvenating its public
parks with healthy trees. Under the initiative, we are urging Delhi residents to help us in identifying the public
parks around them which have a scope of further betterment by making them greener. Individuals can share
with us the photographs of respective parks and SankalpTaru team would accordingly carry out a survey and
have discussion with concerned RWA to get their consent. This will not only help us in transforming Delhi’s
barren parks into lush green patches, but the action plan will also freshen the environment by creating a healthy
ecosystem in the capital city.

SankalpTaru treasured green memories at Accenture, Bangalore
We had a great time interacting with Accenture, Bangalore employees through our kiosk set up at their office.
The enthusiastic team came forward and pledged to plant trees online with us to reduce their carbon footprints
and serve the environment with their part of share. Also, the enthusiasm each one of them carried towards
greenifying Mother Nature was super amazing.

Planting trees amid Delhi hailstorms – Mercer Cares
Despite hailstorms and the weather not at all being harmonious to us, nothing could stop SankalpTaru and
Mercer Cares teams from planting trees at UP Police Lines in Greater Noida. The campaign became more
energetic as the police officials too joined us in contributing towards Mother Nature and enjoyed playing with
the mud. Our trees will further sequester carbon dioxide from Delhi NCR’s polluted atmosphere and will freshen
it with purity and greenery.

Happy trees, healthy Maharashtra – Syngenta
Last year during the month of August, SankalpTaru and Syngenta had together planted several trees at Tejdhyan
Foundation Manan Ashram in Pune city of Maharashtra to rejoice the vicinity with greenery. Since then our
plants are being affectionately nurtured with a healthy survival rate and are definitely giving a tough time to
Pune pollution with their lush foliage. We are maintaining round-the clock ward and watch of the plantation
blocks and diligently preserving our green livings from mortality.

Beneficiary of the month
Don’t go by her wrinkles, but the passion she carries to cultivate her land is enough to amaze anyone. Laxmi
Bhikam Khatate is our marginal farmer beneficiary from Zendewadi village of Pune district in Maharashtra who
is supported with Mango saplings. Despite of the severe water shortage in her region, Laxmi struggles hard to
foster her orchard and endeavors to watch them flourish with luscious fruits.

